
CELEBRITY  (media)

All Media the Voice of the enslaved, gullible, homeless, oppressed, persecuted, struggling, suffering, bringer of 1GOD's latest message..

A Greedy-Media creates Celebrities, false-idols...
Greedy-Media creates sports idols (false idols)  to cater for 'HE '.  
Greedy-Media picks out promising sports-participant hypes up 
their performance. The new Celebrity Sports Idol follows the 
ideology of elitism were there is 1 winner & the rest of the 
competitors are losers. The winner becomes a false idol showered 
with wealth & pomp by a decadent leisure driven evil society.  
 

Celebrity life (alcohol, drugs, parties, sex...) ruins performance.  
Celebrity starts using analgesics, steroids, stimulants,... to keep 
winning.  These false idols are then presented as role models to 
young people. Winning is elitist, elitism corrupts & resulting 
wealth leads to excesses of immoral unhealthy behavior.  Celebrity 
starts losing is dumped by media & society.  
 

   

   

'HE's '  that follow & idolize Greedy-Media sports idol Celebrities 
have the maturity of a 5 year old & are unfit to be a father.   Insult 
1GOD!  Don't be a 'Moron' nor insult 1GOD.  

Greedy-Media creates Royalty (Hereditary-Tyrants)  & 
entertainment idols (false idols)  to cater for 'SHE '.   Greedy-Media 
uses fiction, hacking, half-truths, hearsay, lies, innuendo, stalking 
photo (video)-journalism, to present glittery, glossy, Celebrity-
gossip for Trashy SHE.  These false idols are then presented as 
role models to young people. Celebrity starts losing their appeal is 



dumped by media & society.  

    

  

'SHE's '  that follow & idolize Greedy-Media Celebrities. Have  
screaming & tantrum fits when they see a Celebrity.  Are  unfit to be
a mother.

Greedy-Media turns criminals into Celebrities creating idols 
(false idols)  for the ignorant, gullible, moral-weak & desperate
people (nothing to live for, rejected by a callous selfish Society) . 
Greedy-Media's behavior shows contempt & tries to corrupt 
Government, Courts & legal-system. Greedy-Media ensures that 
crime does pay.  Paying for interviews is corrupt! 

Greedy (Celebrity)-Media (Gutter-Media for trashy mediocre 
people)  is to be Shunned & put out of business their x-employees 
are not be re-employed in Media!   Prosecute Greedy-Media: MS-R6

 

 

Far too soft on crime
 The government has been nobbled.

'11,000 criminals going free' 

  


